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Regent Business School is now proudly a Level 1 B-BBEE
contributor

Exciting news: Regent Business School has achieved Level 1 B-BBEE status! We are delighted with this acknowledgement
of the significant transformational role we play in South Africa and believe this rating will accelerate our contribution to our
country's economic sustainability at a grassroots level.

“Merely complying with BEE legislation is not good enough. A certificate itself
does not reflect authentic and meaningful transformation,” explains Dr Ahmed
Shaikh, managing director Regent Business School. “As a socially responsive
organisation that pays due diligence and responds to SA’s challenges with
agile meaningfulness, Regent Business School is resolutely committed to
nurturing and developing positive change for all South Africans, and to
shaping and strengthening our country’s democracy. Few actions speak
louder than becoming a B-BBEE Level 1 contributor, and for this we are both
thrilled and further inspired.”

The Level 1 rating is great news for our clients and suppliers too. Apart from
increasing their own BEE score by engaging with us, companies that only
procure from Level 1 suppliers reap financial rewards by spending less but
claiming more. So, for every R1.00 clients spend with us, they can claim
R1.35 against their own preferential procurement scoring. This is an
advantage that only a Level 1 company can offer.

“The Level 1 status confirms the spirit in which Regent Business School actively contributes to authentic transformation and
meaningfully addresses current realities,” says Dr Shaikh. “For instance, we ramped up our initiatives when SA went into
lockdown in March 2020, producing prototype PPE for healthcare professionals across the country and increasing our
support for localised businesses. We also established our enterprise development centre, REDhub, and encouraged tech-
rich entrepreneurial ventures via our iLeadLAB. All these helped and to continue to help create livelihoods and contribute to
a brighter, bigger, safer picture.”

Our commitment to embracing empowerment and transformative initiatives by supporting local businesses, and instilling
transformative mindsets and future-proof skills-sets among our student and Alumni communities, is deeply infused with our
DNA, and as such reflects internally as it does in our dealings with students and clients. We are excited to have our good
employer standing reflected in our B-BBEE status.

Regent Business School is always socially invested. From the way we engage with our people, our clients, our students,
and our Alumni community, to our various initiatives that inspire and create change, we consider education as the
cornerstone of all transformation. Our Level 1 B-BBEE rating will accelerate our contribution to economic sustainability,
helping create a better reality for all who call South Africa home.

Sent on behalf of Regent Business School by ICommunicate. For further information please contact 
az.oc.etacinummoci@ofni  or visit www.regent.ac.za

About Regent Business School

Since 1998, Regent Business School (RBS) has been at the forefront of premium management education across the
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continent. Headquartered in South Africa, RBS’s acclaimed business, finance and management programmes have helped
individuals and organisations build and sustain competitive advantages in a rapidly-changing, complex business
environment. With campuses in all major hubs of South Africa, including Durban, Johannesburg, Cape Town and Pretoria,
as well as in SADC countries, Swaziland and Namibia, the institution’s alumni base of 10,000 is rapidly expanding. RBS’s
leading centres for excellence - The Institute of Entrepreneurship, The Centre for Islamic Finance and Banking, and The
Centre for Public Sector Administration Management and Innovation – are popular with high performers who are serious
about making positive, impactful change within the global finance and management sectors. It’s latest 4IR innovation hub
and academic makerspace, the iLeadLAB, is at the forefront of the institution’s strategy to empower students and
stakeholders with in-demand skills as well as the hard and soft digital skills for the 4th Industrial Revolution.

Regent Business School. Disrupt. Rethink. Innovate.

www.regent.ac.za

***About Honoris United Universities

Honoris United Universities is the first pan-African private higher education network committed to preparing and educating
the next generation of African leaders and professionals able to impact regionally in a globalized world. Collaborative
intelligence, cultural agility and mobile mindsets and skills are at the heart of Honoris’ vision of higher education.

Honoris United Universities joins the expertise of its member institutions to create pan-regional profile graduates that are
competitive in today’s fast-paced and demanding labor markets.

Honoris United Universities gathers a community of 27,000 students on 48 campuses, learning centers and on-line, in 9
countries and 30 cities across Africa. More than 100 degrees are offered in the fields of Health Science, Engineering, IT,
Business, Law, Architecture, Arts and Design, Media, Education and Political Science.

Honoris United Universities. Education For Impact™.

www.honoris.net

Regent Business School celebrates the exceptional achievements of its first cohort of DBA graduates 9 May
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Regent Business School's webinar: Thought-provoking National Budget 2024 analysis 5 Mar 2024

Building a strong personal brand in the digital age: Insights and strategies 18 Dec 2023

Celebrating 25 years of RBS - A legacy of excellence in higher education 2 Nov 2023

Empowering tomorrow's workforce: Thriving in the talent battleground 10 Oct 2023

Regent Business School

Regent Business School was established to satisfy the demand for management education in southern
Africa.
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